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a b s t r a c t 

This study proposes a shift towards system state dispatching in the production control literature on high- 

variety manufacturing. System state dispatching lets the decision on what order to produce next be driven 

by system-wide implications while trading of an array of control objectives. This contrasts the current 

literature that uses hierarchical order review and release methods that control the system at release, 

whilst myopic priority rules control order dispatching based on local queue information. We develop 

such a system state dispatching method, called FOCUS, and test it using simulation. The results show 

that FOCUS enables a big leap forward in production control performance. Specifically, FOCUS reduces 

the number of orders delivered late by a factor of one to eight and mean tardiness by a factor of two 

to ten compared to state-of-the-art production control methods. These results are consistent over a wide 

variety of conditions related to routing direction, routing length, process time variability and due date 

tightness. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

This study argues for a shift towards system state dispatching 

n the Production Planning and Control (PPC) literature on high- 

ariety manufacturing. System state dispatching is a novel con- 

ept that focuses on controlling the manufacturing system at dis- 

atching. High-variety manufacturers are typically Make-To-Order 

ompanies that face the challenge of variability in demand, pro- 

ess time and routing [64] . To ensure that high performance can 

e achieved despite these challenges, an appropriate PPC method 

s of vital importance to coordinate complex order flow in real- 

ime. Traditionally, this was done using myopic priority rules (i.e. 

equence each queue individually, 17 ) using only local information. 

oday’s literature uses Order Review and Release (ORR) methods 

hat assume a strict decision hierarchy, where centralized release 

ecisions use global information to set boundaries for decentral- 

zed priority rules [13,66,68,71,72] . While this was an important 

dvantage in the (not so recent) past, Industry 4.0 developments, 

ncluding the Internet of Things and novel sensing technologies, in- 

reasingly enable decision making based on real-time information 
� Area: Production Management, Scheduling and Logistics. This manuscript was 

rocessed by Associate Editor Kuhn. 
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rom anywhere in the manufacturing process [15,43,50,76] . This 

uestions the need to use a hierarchical decision structure since all 

ystem-relevant information can be evaluated in a single decision. 

We argue that the current stochastic PPC literature needs a shift 

owards system state dispatching whereby dispatching – the deci- 

ion of which order to select next for processing – is driven by 

ystem-wide implications. More specifically, we consider the sys- 

em state as a multi-dimensional construct that encompasses the 

ntire system. Compared to the literature, the most advanced pri- 

rity rules consider only small fragments of the system – e.g., 

aghu and Rajendran [56] consider the amount of work in the next 

ueue, whilst ORR methods consider only one system dimension –

.g., Thürer et al. [72] use the amount of work at each work cen- 

re. By considering the system state more broadly, we can over- 

ome local myopia, as the value of order characteristics in the local 

ueue is evaluated based on system system-wide implications. To 

ur knowledge, this broader system state perspective is not consid- 

red for order dispatching by prior literature on high variety man- 

facturing. We use discrete event simulation to accurately repre- 

ent the complex dynamics and stochastics of high-variety manu- 

acturing systems as analytical models can only play a minor role 

n such settings [58] . This simulation allows us to include real-time 

nd system state information in dispatching, which is important to 

ealize the potential of Industry 4.0 in practice. 

After tracing back academic thought on PPC methods in the 

ext section, we formalize a system state dispatching method 
under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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alled ’FOCUS’. We find that FOCUS considerably outperforms the 

tate-of-the-art ORR method LUMS COR and commonly used pri- 

rity rules in a wide variety of settings. Both the strength and 

ovelty of FOCUS are captured in the integration of local queue 

nd global system information for various control objectives at dis- 

atching. 

. Literature Review 

In reviewing the literature, we confine ourselves to the control 

ecisions release and dispatching and do not consider the plan- 

ing decisions such as long-term sales and inventory planning. The 

rst section discusses the existing PPC methods – priority rules 

nd ORR methods – to better understand the ideas underlying the 

tate-of-the-art PPC methods in the high-variety manufacturing lit- 

rature. The second section reviews the underlying control mech- 

nisms that drive the performance of existing PPC methods. The 

ast section evaluates the literature and introduces system state 

ispatching. 

.1. Production Control in High-Variety Manufacturing 

We first discuss priority rules and thereafter ORR methods. 

ur focus is on rule-based PPC methods, as – compared to the 

ptimization-based PPC methods – they are easy to implement in 

ractice and lead to better interpretable outcomes. Optimization- 

ased PPC method might face the challenge that an optimized 

ecision can quickly become obsolete because of new order ar- 

ivals, which is common due to the stochastic nature of high- 

ariety manufacturing. Therefore, several studies have shown that 

ule-based PPC methods can result in the same or even better de- 

ivery performance than optimization-based PPC methods [21,23] . 

e refer to [11] , [52] and [21] for an overview and discussion of

ptimization-based dispatching methods and to [19] and [23] for 

ptimization-based ORR methods. 

.1.1. Priority Rules 

Starting in the 1950s and 1960s, the PPC literature had a strong 

ocus on order dispatching using priority rules to control high- 

ariety manufacturing systems. These rules aim to sequence the 

ueue at each work centre following simple priority criteria us- 

ng solely individual order characteristics. Basic examples include 

irst-Come-First-Serve (FCFS), Shortest Process Time (SPT), Opera- 

ional Due Date (ODD) or Earliest Due Date [EDD, see for a com- 

rehensive overviews: [10,53,57] . The majority of priority rules are 

eveloped in the 1960s but some more advanced rules appeared 

ater, such as Modified Operational Due Date (MODD, 3 ). 

A more advanced set of priority rules are the so-called ’look- 

head’ rules that aim to include information about expected future 

ystem states [74] . These rules can be divided into two categories 

iscussed next. 

The first set of these rules use order queuing time estimates. 

or instance, Chang [14] proposes a revised the well-known Crit- 

cal Ratio rule by including a queuing estimate. In this category, 

he most competitive rule for delivery performance is Apparent 

ardiness Cost (ATC, [74] ), which is a modified version of Carroll’s 

12] COVERT rule that considers the Cost OVER Time. Other rules 

n this regard are Planned Operation Start Time, ODD and MODD, 

hich all distribute the estimated queuing time over the number 

f operations. Virtually all well-known priority rules have adapted 

ersions that include an expected queuing time estimate [7,14] . 

Another set of look-ahead rules includes the Work-In-Progress 

WIP) of the order’s next work centre. The rudimentary imple- 

entation is Work In Next Queue (WINQ), based on the assump- 

ion that orders in the queue have different routings. While the 
2 
elivery performance of WINQ is mediocre [28] , multiple authors 

ave used WINQ as part of their dispatching rule [18,28,29] . For in- 

tance, Holthaus and Rajendran [28] introduced rules that include 

PT, WINQ and Slack. This category also includes Raghu and Ra- 

endran’s (RR) rule, which is composed of WINQ, SPT, Next Process 

ime and Slack-per-OPeratioN (S/OPN) and corrects these values 

or the systems overall utilization level [56] . RR is a highly com- 

etitive priority rule, which can outperform multiple priority rules 

including ATC, COVERT and MODD [28,29,56] . 

While priority rules are easy to apply, they lead to myopic dis- 

atching decisions by neglecting that the effect of dispatching at 

ne work centre influences the manufacturing system as a whole 

5,11,30,47] . While WINQ – and RR – partially include system state 

nformation, multiple scholars argue that controlling order flow us- 

ng only priority rules is generally not advisable [26,55] . It is there- 

ore not surprising that, in the last decades, only a few contribu- 

ions were made in the priority rule literature. 

.1.2. Order Review and Release 

In the 1970s, scholars increasingly started to realize that con- 

rol over the entire system was needed to avoid myopic control 

ecisions [22,25] . In response, scholars started to develop hierar- 

hical PPC methods where centralized decisions set the bound- 

ries for decentralized decisions [8,9] . For high-variety manufac- 

uring systems, the most common approach is to add a central ’re- 

ease’ decision before dispatching [35,38,45] . This decision evalu- 

tes whether to allow an order to enter the shop floor. If release 

s not allowed, then the order is kept in a pre-process order pool 

ntil the next release opportunity. This decision is thought to be 

n important control mechanism to improve on-time delivery per- 

ormance [46,67] and allows using simple priority rules for dis- 

atching [4,40] . The underlying logic was that limiting the number 

f orders in the queue through controlled order release reduced 

he myopic effects of priority rules [4,55] . Of these hierarchical 

RR methods, the concept of Workload Control (WLC) received the 

ost attention. WLC includes a WIP balancing mechanism to en- 

ure stable but short queue lengths in the entire manufacturing 

ystem. Today’s most advanced WLC methods combine highly so- 

histicated ORR methods with relatively simple priority rules (e.g., 

ee [19,20,23,36,54,69] ). For instance, [19] use FCFS and MODD as 

riority rules for dispatching combined with an ORR method that 

eploys optimization for sequencing the order pool. 

.2. Key Objectives: Average & Dispersion of Lateness 

The key control objectives of any PPC method are to ensure 

igh on-time delivery performance and avoid very late deliver- 

es [34,66] . This can be achieved by keeping the average lateness 

nd the dispersion of lateness among orders low [37,68] . Figure 1 

hows the distribution of lateness and illustrates the effects of re- 

ucing the average lateness (left-hand side) or its dispersion (right- 

and side), showing that both lead to a reduction in the number of 

rders that are late (also known as tardy orders). Throughout the 

ears, a vast array of ’control mechanisms’ have been published in 

he literature that can reduce the average lateness or dispersion 

f lateness. The best understood control mechanisms are discussed 

elow, starting with the mechanisms associated with average late- 

ess. 

.2.1. Reduce Average Lateness 

In the literature, three control mechanisms can be distinguished 

o reduce the average lateness; reducing average throughput time 

sing an ’SPT-mechanism’, preventing starvation using ’WIP bal- 

ncing’, and responding to starving work centres using a ’starva- 

ion response’. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of reducing the average or dispersion of the lateness distribution [2] . 
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The SPT-mechanism favours orders with a short process time 

ver orders with a long process time [1] . Prioritizing orders with 

 short process time has the benefit, on a system level, that suc- 

essive work centres are quickly replenished, which in turn avoids 

otential throughput losses [68] . Besides the priority rule SPT, the 

RR literature uses pool sequencing rules that include an SPT- 

echanism such as Capacity Slack [18] which implicitly prioritize 

rders with short process times for release. 

WIP balancing can reduce the average throughput time similar 

o the idea of line balancing or heijunka [72] . The aim is to prevent

tarving work centres by distributing WIP equally over the queues 

and thus avoiding potential throughput losses). This is typically 

chieved by ORR methods that fill WIP up to a target – although 

 pre-defined WIP target is not strictly required [32,73] . A pop- 

lar implementation is Kanban, which enforces balance by limit- 

ng WIP levels at each work centre [6,49] . The WLC literature de- 

eloped ORR methods that balance the workloads – i.e., WIP for 

ach work centre measured in process time units – to account 

or process time variability [36,39,54,69,72] . Arguably, the priority 

ule WINQ – and its variants – control WIP balance by prioritizing 

ueues with lower WIP levels. 

While WIP balancing aims to prevent starving work centres, 

hey can still occur. In such cases, quickly reacting by sending 

rders using a starvation response mechanism is important [39] . 

arious authors include such a starvation response mechanism to 

omplement highly sophisticated WIP balancing mechanisms in 

RR methods such as LUMS COR [20,39,72,75] . 

.2.2. Reduce the Dispersion of Lateness 

The current literature uses the two distinct control mechanisms 

slack timing’ and ’pacing’ to reduce the dispersion of lateness. 

Slack timing favours orders with less slack time, which is the 

ime left that can be spent on non-processing activities. This idea 

s integrated into many priority rules (e.g., slack or EDD) and pool 

equencing rules such as Periodic Release Date [68] . 

Pacing ensures that orders move through their routing with rel- 

tively equal intervals. This avoids orders getting stuck for too long, 

isking that the order might never be able to complete all its op- 

rations before its due date. This is especially important for orders 

ith a longer routing. Pacing is integrated into priority rules such 

s the Number of Remaining Operations, ODD, MODD or S/OPN 

3,17,33] . 

.2.3. Evaluation of Control Mechanisms 

While multiple control mechanisms have been discussed in iso- 

ation, many proposed PPC methods deploy a combination of vari- 

us control mechanisms. For instance, ORR methods typically eval- 

ate orders in a sequence dictated by slack timing, while the final 
3 
election of orders to be released is based on WIP balancing crite- 

ia. Also, the priority rule MODD switches between control mech- 

nisms slack timing (using ODD) and the SPT-mechanism (using 

PT) in periods of low and high workloads respectively [41] . Thus, 

oth the dispersion of lateness and average lateness are supposed 

o be controlled [68] . 

Furthermore, WIP balancing and a starvation response have 

een monitored by ORR methods on a manufacturing system level. 

his is in contrast to the control mechanisms related to the dis- 

ersion of lateness which has been used myopically. For instance, 

RR methods frequently use an order pool sequence rule to reduce 

he dispersion of lateness [18,59,68] but this rule neglects the ur- 

ency of orders in the manufacturing system in comparison with 

rders in the pre-process order pool. This is in contrast to WIP bal- 

ncing, where ORR methods make order release dependent on the 

IP balance in the entire manufacturing system. 

.3. Discussion: System State Dispatching 

While look-ahead priority rules that include queuing estimates 

e.g., ATC) seem promising, the estimates are notoriously diffi- 

ult to obtain [58] . Estimating expected queuing time faces in- 

erent circularity; queuing time is used as a decision variable 

ut the queuing time depends on the dispatching decision itself. 

his dependency is neglected in the literature and – for the ac- 

ual implementation – authors have used various techniques to 

nd a queuing estimate such as (i) a queuing constant for each 

peration [3,33] , (ii) a multiple of the (average total) process 

ime [7,48,74] or, (iii) prior queuing times that are exponentially 

moothed [14] . All three techniques do not capture the real-time 

ystem state but rather use parameters to fit the priority rules to 

he manufacturing setting based on steady-state outcomes [27] . 

In turn, the look-ahead priority rules that include WINQ, such 

s RR, neglect that the system state (i) also includes the general 

ue date urgency and (ii) reaches beyond the queue of the order’s 

ext operation. Perhaps most importantly, these rules assume that 

n order’s due date should be treated independently of the sys- 

em state. However, how important it is to adhere to the due date 

epends on the overall urgency of all orders in the system; focus- 

ng on order urgency might be irrelevant if the due dates of all 

rders in the system are far away. A subordinate problem is that 

INQ’s system information is partial as it only focuses on down- 

tream work centres. This does not only make the rule ineffective 

n a pure flow shop, but also neglects the state of upstream and 

urther downstream located orders and work centres. 

Hierarchical ORR methods take a system-wide overview when 

ontrolling order release. To ensure that the system behaves as 
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lanned, most ORR methods deliberately use simple priority rules 

e.g., FCFS) to enforce a stable and predictable manufacturing sys- 

em [4,38,62] . However, priority rules must still correct for order 

ow disturbances – especially downstream [40] . It remains un- 

nown if ORR methods truly result in better delivery performance 

han more advanced priority rules. We are unaware of any study 

hat compares the best performing look-ahead priority rules – such 

s RR and ATC – with ORR methods. Furthermore, ORR methods do 

ot consider the general due date urgency of the system. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic investiga- 

ion into dispatching based on the state of the entire manufactur- 

ng system, making the existing dispatching rules prone to myopia. 

he need to avoid this was identified as far back as Conway and 

axwell [16] , who already concluded – regarding dispatching –

hat ”we still believe that a superior (nonlocal) rule can be advised”. 

owever, in those years researchers foresaw data availability prob- 

ems in practice [9,16,45] . This shifted the literature’s attention to- 

ards ORR methods to reduce myopia whilst the debates on dis- 

atching dimmed down (one notable exception being 40 ). Recent 

evelopments such as the Internet of Things and sensing technolo- 

ies allow for more data to be collected and make system-wide 

nformation available at a local level [15,43,50,76] , offering an op- 

ortunity to avoid myopia and increase performance. Therefore, we 

all for a shift in the stochastic PPC literature on high-variety man- 

facturing towards system state dispatching – where the system 

tate is thought of as a multi-dimensional concept that encom- 

asses the entire system. 

To accurately represent high-variety manufacturing systems, we 

reat process times, routing and order inter-arrival time as contin- 

ous random variables where process times and routing become 

nown upon order arrival [ 66 ]. In the next section, we take this

igh-variety manufacturing representation into account when de- 

eloping a novel dispatching method. 

. System State Dispatching Method FOCUS 

We define a system state dispatching method, referred to as 

 low and O rder C ontrol U sing S ystem state dispatching (FOCUS), 

hich includes all five main control mechanisms that have been 

iscussed in Section 2.2 – as these are the best understood and 

ell-performing control mechanisms from the literature. Each con- 

rol mechanism is embedded in a ’projected impact function’ that 

eturns a ’projected impact’ value between [0,1]. For a given order, 

he projected impact represents the value of a control mechanism, 

hich is obtained by comparing an order characteristic - e.g., pro- 

ess time – with a system state variable – e.g., WIP balance. This 

omparison is executed by a projected impact function. Whenever 

electing an order for dispatching, FOCUS uses the weighted av- 

rage projected impact of all five functions to trade-off multiple 

ontrol mechanisms. As this average will be dominated by those 

echanisms that have the most impact on either average lateness 

r the dispersion of lateness given the system state, FOCUS dynam- 

cally switches between the mechanisms with the most projected 

mpact over time. 

To formalize this, we introduce some notation. Orders are de- 

oted with i ∈ I and work centres are denoted with j ∈ J. The set

f orders in the system are denoted by O ⊂ I (i.e. orders that ar- 

ived but did not yet complete their operations). In turn, orders in 

he (virtual) queue of j are denoted with Q j ⊆ O and the orders 

hat are being processed are denoted by H j ⊆ O . Then the orders 

hat are located at work centre j are denoted by W j = Q j ∪ H j . FO-

US selects the order with the highest combined impact, from all 

andidate orders in the queue Q j ′ of work centre j ′ that awaits a 

ispatching decision 

The formalization of FOCUS starts by outlining the five pro- 

ected impact functions. Thereafter, the weighted average projected 
4

mpact and the order selection process of FOCUS are defined. Since 

he literature for some control mechanisms (e.g., WIP balancing) 

s far more developed than other mechanisms (e.g., starvation re- 

ponse), the projected impact functions have varying degrees of 

omplexity. 

.1. Projected Impact Functions 

SPT-mechanism π : We consider the process times p i j of all 

emaining operations from all orders i ∈ O as the relevant system 

tate, which extends the typical approach in the ORR and prior- 

ty rule literature of only considering the process times in the 

ueue Q j ′ of j ′ where the dispatching decision is taken. We define 

 = { (i, j) , . . . } as the set of pairs (i, j) of orders i with remain-

ng operations (thus i is in set O ) and work centres j that exe-

ute these remaining operations. We evaluate order i ′ ∈ Q j ′ for dis- 

atching using the projected SPT-mechanism impact function π(·) , 
hich is defined as 

(i ′ , j ′ ) = 1 − p i ′ j ′ 

max (i, j) ∈ P { p i j } . (1) 

he projected impact returned by π is between 0 and 1, and that 

t is close to 1 if the process time of an order is small relative to

he largest process time of some order somewhere in the system. 

his allows to overcome local myopia since π compares the orders 

ithin and beyond the queue. At the same time, π remains ver- 

atile to the global system state by comparing the orders in the 

ueue with the order that can better be used to implement a con- 

rol mechanism – albeit by a dispatching decision in the near fu- 

ure. 

WIP balancing β : Similar to the WLC literature, WIP is mea- 

ured in process time units – called workload – to account for 

rocess time variability. Before the projected WIP balancing im- 

act function can be defined, we must determine how to: (i) mea- 

ure the workload at each work centre, (ii) compute the change 

n workload if an order would be dispatched and (iii) evaluate the 

mpact on WIP balance if i ′ would be dispatched. 

(i) We measure workload l(·) that is located at a work centre j

s 

( j) = 

∑ 

i ∈ W j 
p i j . (2) 

(ii) When considering an order for dispatching, we evaluate the 

hange in workload l + 
i j 

for any j ∈ J if i would leave its imminent

ork centre k −
i 

∈ J. Let k + 
i 

∈ J indicate the first downstream work 

entre to which i moves after leaving k −
i 

, then the changed work- 

oad l + 
i j 

for i given any j is defined as 

 

+ 
i j 

= 

{ 

l( j) − p i j j = k −
i 
, 

l( j) + p i j j = k + 
i 
, 

l( j) else . 
(3) 

(iii) Ideally, the workload is perfectly balanced if a fraction 1 / | J|
f the total workload in the system is located at each work cen- 

re j ∈ J after selecting order i for dispatching. Therefore, we seek 

 measure that attains the highest value when a perfect WIP bal- 

nce (i.e. l + 
i j 

/ 
∑ 

j∈ J l 
+ 
i j 

= 1 / | J| ) is achieved by selecting i . In contrast,

he measure must return the lowest value whenever a single work 

entre contains all the workload (i.e. l + 
i j 

/ 
∑ 

j∈ J l 
+ 
i j 

= 1 ) indicating the 

ltimate WIP imbalance. This is captured by the entropy function 

 (·) , which is defined as [60] 

 (i ) = −∑ 

j∈ J 
l + 
i j ∑ 

j∈ J l 
+ 
i j 

ln 

(
l + 
i j ∑ 

j∈ J l 
+ 
i j 

)
, (4) 

here the maximum entropy e max = ln (| J| ) and the minimum en- 

ropy e min = 0 correspond with the perfect WIP balance and the 

ltimate WIP imbalance, respectively. 
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At order selection, we want to know the ability of an individual 

rder to change the existing WIP balance. Let e − be the entropy of 

he WIP balance before dispatching, then we define the change in 

ntropy c(·) as 

(i ′ ) = e (i ′ ) − e −. (5) 

Now we define projected WIP balancing impact function β(·) 
s 

(i ′ ) = 

{ 

c(i ′ ) 
max i ∈ O { c(i ) } c(i ′ ) > 0 , 

0 else . 
(6) 

he projected impact function β gives a positive projected im- 

act to orders that can improve WIP balance whilst the selec- 

ion amongst orders that cannot improve WIP balance is driven by 

ther criteria. 

Starvation response ξ : Work centres that are starving (defined 

s work centres without waiting orders in the queue) are included 

n the starvation set S = { j ∈ J | Q j = ∅} . We define the projected

mpact equal to projected SPT-mechanism impact π ( Equation 1 ) if 

n order moves to a starving work centre. Therefore, the projected 

tarvation response impact function ξ (·) is defined as 

(i ′ , j ′ ) = 

{
π(i ′ , j ′ ) k + 

i ′ ∈ S, 

0 else . 
(7) 

ormalizing ξ in such a way, we give the highest impact if the pro- 

ess time of i ′ is short, so the order can quickly move to a starving

ork centre. 

Slack timing τ : Let R i ⊆ J be the set of work centres in the 

emaining routing of i and d i the due date of i , then the slack s (·)
s defined as 

 (i ) = d i − t − ∑ 

j∈ R i p i j . (8) 

lack represents the time an order can still spend on non- 

rocessing activities from time t until its due date d i and is used 

y the projected slack timing impact function τ (·) , which is de- 

ned as 

(i ′ ) = 

{ 

1 − s (i ′ ) 
max i ∈ O { s (i ) } s (i ′ ) > 0 , 

1 else . 
(9) 

sing τ , we provide an increasingly higher projected impact to or- 

ers closer to their due date whilst orders that passed their due 

ate receive the highest projected impact to encourage selection. 

he ultimate selection amongst these late orders is driven by other 

riteria than slack timing. 

Pacing δ : If | R i | is the number of remaining routing steps, then

he slack per remaining operation v (·) is defined as 

 (i ) = 

s (i ) 
| R i | . (10) 

orrecting slack for the number of remaining operations allows us 

o dictate the pace at which the orders’ remaining operations need 

ompletion. Thus, we define the projected pacing impact function 

(·) as 

(i ′ ) = 

{ 

1 − v (i ′ ) 
max i ∈ O { v (i ) } v (i ′ ) > 0 , 

1 else . 
(11) 

ote that the projected impact is higher if the time for each re- 

aining operation becomes shorter. For already late orders, the ul- 

imate selection is driven by other criteria than slack timing by set- 

ing the projected impact at one. 

.2. Order Selection 

FOCUS selects the order z from the queue Q j ′ for dispatching 

hat has the highest weighted average projected impact for the five 
5 
rojected impact functions. We denote the weights by w 1 , . . . , w 5 

nd define weighted average projected impact I(·) of each order i 

t j as 

(i, j) = π(i, j) w 1 + β(i ) w 2 + ξ (i, j) w 3 + τ (i ) w 4 + δ(i ) w 5 . 

(12) 

ence, the selected order z ∈ Q j ′ is defined as 

 = argmax i ′ ∈ Q j ′ I(i ′ , j ′ ) , (13) 

here it instantaneously dispatched before production can start at 

j ′ . 

. Simulation Model 

Similar to existing ORR methods and priority rules, the perfor- 

ance effect of FOCUS in a stochastic high-variety manufacturing 

ystem is analytically intractable given the inherent complexity of 

uch systems. Therefore, we use discrete event simulation to ob- 

ain a Monte-Carlo estimate of FOCUS’ performance. Since system 

tate dispatching is a novel concept, FOCUS is tested in a wide vari- 

ty of manufacturing systems. The included PPC methods, to which 

OCUS is compared, are described after the manufacturing system 

nd order characteristics have been outlined. Thereafter, we discuss 

he performance measures and experimental design. 

.1. Manufacturing System and Order Characteristics 

To aid generalizability, six stylized manufacturing systems are 

sed to test FOCUS in a wide variety of settings. The selected 

tylized systems have been used extensively in prior literature on 

PC decision-making in high-variety manufacturing [19,66,68,72] . 

hese models are kept as parsimonious as possible to avoid un- 

anted interaction effects. Therefore, this study assumes no ma- 

hine breakdowns, infinite raw materials and setups are included 

n process times. Furthermore, the orders’ routing and process 

imes are known upon arrival. An overview of the order and man- 

facturing system characteristics is provided in Table 1 . 

The manufacturing systems have six or twelve work centres, 

ach consisting of a single capacity source, to vary the size of 

he system state. To allow for a wide variety of products to be 

roduced, high-variety manufacturing systems are frequently or- 

anized in various layouts. Therefore, the routing length – i.e. the 

umber of operations to be executed – and direction are varied 

51] . At one extreme is the Pure Flow Shop (PFS) for which the 

outing length is fixed and directed (i.e. all orders have the same 

outing). Conversely, the Pure Job Shop (PJS) – also known as a 

andomly routed job shop [17] – has a random routing length and 

andom routing direction (i.e. routing is order specific). In between 

s the General Flow Shop (GFS), which uses a directed routing 

ut a random routing length. For the PFS, routing length equals 

he number of work centres (six or twelve) in the manufactur- 

ng system. For the PJS and GFS, the routing length is uniformly 

istributed between one and the number of work centres, whilst 

ach work centre has an equal probability of being included in the 

outing set. In the case of the GFS, this routing set of work centres 

s sorted in an ascending manner to create routing direction. Re- 

ntry at the same work centre is allowed for none of the systems. 

rocess times p i j are distributed following a 2-Erlang distribution 

ith a mean of one after truncation [51,66,69] . The distribution is 

runcated at four-time units to avoid orders having a process time 

arger than workload targets of the ORR method discussed below. 

rders arrive continuously whilst the inter-arrival times follow an 

xponential distribution to implement a stochastic process with in- 

ependent arrivals. Similar to previous works [68,72] , the mean 

nter-arrival time is set to achieve an average utilization level u of 
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Table 1 

Overview manufacturing system and orders characteristics. 

Manufacturing System and Order characteristics 

Manufacturing system PJS, GFS, PFS with 6 or 12 work centres 

Machine capacity All equal 

Inter-arrival times Exponentially distributed; all systems have 90% utilization 

Process times 2-Erlang distributed with mean equals 1 after truncation at 4 time units 

Due date setting Total Work Content 
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0%. For the GFS and PJS, this implies a mean inter-arrival time of 

 /λ = 0 . 684 and 1 /λ = 0 . 602 for six and twelve work centres re-

pectively. For the PFS, the mean-inter arrival time is 1 /λ = 1 . 111

or six and twelve work centres. Due dates are obtained using the 

otal Work Content (TWK) procedure [18,24] . Let t a 
i 

be the time at 

hich order i arrives and K is a constant hyperparameter, then d i 
re defined as 

 i = t a 
i 

+ K 

∑ 

j∈ R i p i j . (14) 

ecall that R i is the remaining routing set of i (and thus equal to

he full routing set at the time of arrival). Appropriate values of 

are highly dependent on the manufacturing system character- 

stics. To obtain results in the same performance range, hyperpa- 

ameter K was tuned using pre-tests in such a way that the prior- 

ty rule ODD achieves a percentage tardy around 15% in an uncon- 

rolled release setting. This allowed obtaining reliable and relevant 

esults across all experimental factors and performance measures 

iscussed below. This implies that K is 8.74, 9.31 and 8.16 for six 

ork centres and 8.08, 8.66 and 7.25 for twelve work centres in 

he PJS, GFS and PFS respectively. 

.2. Experimental Setup FOCUS 

The weights w 1 , . . . , w 5 from FOCUS are all set to 1 / 5 to make

o a-priory assumptions of the importance of one of the control 

echanisms. Additionally, we want to study the contribution of 

ach of the five control mechanisms. Therefore, we added five FO- 

US configurations where one (of the five) control mechanism was 

emoved. For instance, ’FOCUS - π ’ implies that FOCUS is used 

ithout π by setting its weight w 1 = 0 while the other weights 

 2 , . . . , w 5 are set to 1 / 4 . 

Unlike the ORR method discussed below, FOCUS operates in 

n immediate release setting that allows orders to enter the shop 

oor directly upon arrival. 

.3. Benchmark Production Planning and Control methods 

FOCUS is compared with an array of PPC methods published in 

he literature. The priority rules FCFS, ODD, SPT, MODD, ATC and 

R are used in an immediate release setting. In addition, an ORR 

ethod – called LUMS COR – is used to control the manufacturing 

ystem hierarchically, as this is the common approach in the state- 

f-the-art literature [20,36,66,69] . 

.3.1. Priority rules 

While the rules FCFS and SPT are straightforward, ODD, MODD, 

TC and RR are defined below. 

ODD: Multiple versions of ODD are published in the literature. 

his study uses the best performing and parameter-free version of 

DD as outlined by [40] . Let t r 
i 

be the release time and n i j be the

outing step number, then the operational due date o i j for order i 

t work centre j is defined as 

 i j = t r 
i 
+ n i j max { 0 , (d i − t r 

i 
) / | R i |} . (15) 
6 
ecall that | R i | indicates the number of remaining routing steps, 

hich equals the total number of routing steps at release. In ex- 

eriments with immediate release, note that t r 
i 

= t a 
i 

as orders are 

mmediately released upon arrival. If ODD is used in conjunction 

ith an ORR method, then generally t r 
i 

	 = t a 
i 

since orders remain in

he pre-process order pool before release. 

MODD: A more advanced version of ODD is MODD, which that 

btains its modified operational due date m i j by 

 i j = max { o i j , t + p i j } . (16) 

his allows MODD to dynamically switch between ODD ( o i j > t + 

p i j ) and SPT ( o i j < t + p i j ). 

ATC: Let A be the look-ahead scaling parameter, then ATC ob- 

ains its apparent tardiness cost a i j using 

 i j = 

1 
p i j 

exp 
(
− max { 0 ,s (i ) } 

p̄ A 

)
, (17) 

here p̄ is the average total process time. For the scaling parame- 

er, we follow the recommendations by [74] and set A = 3 for the

FS and PJS, whilst using A = 2 in a PFS. 

RR: Let x i denote the WIP for order i ’s next operation (i.e., the 

riority value of WINQ), then RR gets it priority value r i j using 

 i j = exp(−u ) p i j 
s (i ) ∑ 

j∈ R i p i j 
+ exp(u ) p i j + x i . (18) 

ecall that u denotes the system’s utilization level. 

In our experiments, we test the priority rules FCFS, SPT, ODD, 

ODD, ATC and RR without hierarchical control of the system via 

n ORR method – i.e. in an immediate release setting. 

.3.2. ORR method 

The hierarchical ORR method LUMS COR [72] is included for 

wo reasons. Firstly, LUMS COR is an established ORR method that 

s compared to various alternatives using highly similar manufac- 

uring systems as used here [e.g., 20 ]. Therefore, the inner work- 

ngs and performance explanations of LUMS COR are well docu- 

ented [19,20,72] . Secondly, compared to LUMS COR, no other ORR 

ethod in the current literature shows a clear performance advan- 

age for all relevant performance indicators in a wide variety of 

anufacturing systems [ 19 ]. 

LUMS COR periodically evaluates orders for release by assessing 

f the workload contribution of an order fits within the workload 

arget of each work centre. If an order does not fit within the tar- 

ets of any work centre, then it is withheld in a pre-process order 

ool until the next release period. Besides periodic release, LUMS 

OR includes a continuous release trigger which releases an order 

o an idle work centre, even if it violates workload targets of other 

ork centres. A pool sequence rule is used to determine the se- 

uence in which orders in the pool are evaluated for release. See 

72] for an elaborate description. 

LUMS COR requires setting additional parameters. Since the 

anufacturing systems studied here are the same or very similar 

s in previous studies, we adopt the overall best-performing pa- 

ameters [72] . Therefore, the workload targets for each work centre 

re varied between 4.95, 5.85 and 6.75, whilst the periodic release 

nterval is set to four-time units. The pool sequence rule EDD is 
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sed since the due date setting method TWK already includes in- 

ormation on the relative size of the order. The priority rule MODD 

s used for order dispatching since the current literature generally 

egards it as the best priority rule for ORR methods [19,36] as it is

dapted or ORR methods. 

Throughout the remainder of this study, we refer to LUMS COR 

s ORR together with the used workload target. For instance, ORR 

4.95) refers to LUMS COR using a workload target of 4.95. 

.4. Performance Measures 

Delivery performance is the main performance objective in 

igh-variety manufacturing [63,65,66] . Percentage tardy provides 

he most general indication of delivery performance. But we in- 

lude other delivery performance measures based on lateness L i , 

hich is negative if orders are delivered early, and tardiness T i = 

ax { 0 , L i } . Previous work used mean tardiness, mean lateness and

he standard deviation of lateness as measures for delivery per- 

ormance [23,63,75] . However, these measures tend to neglect ex- 

reme late deliveries as the tail of the lateness distribution can be 

ery long. Mean squared tardiness T 2 
i 

is used to capture this form 

f undesirable delivery performance. We also include the mean 

hop floor throughput time, as this measure is often discussed 

n the ORR literature [72] . Similar to [66] , we consider the com-

ination of percentage tardiness and mean tardiness as the key 

riteria, whilst mean throughput time, the standard deviation of 

hroughput times, mean shop floor throughput time, mean late- 

ess, the standard deviation of lateness and mean squared tardi- 

ess are used to support our conclusions. 

.5. Experimental Design 

The above model was implemented in Python using the 

imPy module. We used the validation techniques recommended 

y [42] : (i) using a modular coding design, (ii) comparing simula- 

ion results with those of a mathematical queuing model and (iii) 

racing back events to determine if the PPC method decided as it 

hould. 

The full factorial experimental design includes fifteen PPC 

ethods in six manufacturing systems. The included priority rules 

re FCFS, ODD, SPT, MODD, ATC and RR. The ORR method has three 

ifferent workload tar gets. Besides the full FOCUS model, the ex- 

erimental design includes five FOCUS configurations where one 

f the five control mechanisms is excluded. All these methods are 

ested in a PJS, GFS and a PFS with six and twelve work centres. 

his results into 15 × 6 = 90 main experiments. 

Besides the main experiments, we added a set of ’sensitivity 

xperiments’ with tighter due dates and increased process time 

ariability to check if our conclusions are not unique to specific 

umerical settings. Tighter due dates were based on a reduction 

f hyperparameter K that increased the percentage tardy for ODD 

rom 15% to 20% , leading to an additional 90 experiments. For pro- 

ess time variability, the 2-Erlang distribution was replaced with 

n untruncated Log-normal distribution to be able to vary the co- 

fficient of variation (CV) between 0.5 and 1. In these experiments, 

e had to exclude three ORR methods as these methods cannot 

andle untruncated distributions, leading to another 12 × 6 × 2 = 

44 experiments. 

Thus, we consider 90 main experiments and 90 + 144 sensitiv- 

ty experiments, and so 324 in total. Each experiment is carried out 

ver 10,0 0 0 time units and replicated 100 times. For each experi- 

ent, an additional warm-up period of 3,0 0 0 time units is used 

o avoid the initialization bias. This keeps the computational time 

ithin reasonable limits while still obtaining an accurate estimate 

f performance. Common random numbers are used to increase 
7 
he significance of the performance differences between experi- 

ents. These parameters are in line with other studies [72] and 

ere found to be sufficient for our experiments. 

. Results 

To obtain a first impression from the results of our 90 main 

xperiments, we use an ANOVA to statistically analyse the impact 

f our main experimental variable PPC method (P) in all six man- 

facturing systems (M). The statistical results for mean tardiness 

nd percentage tardy can be found in Table 2 whilst the statis- 

ical results of our supportive measures can be found in Table 5 

n Appendix A.1 . For all performance measures, both the main 

nd interaction effects are statistically significant at p-value < 0 . 05 . 

or percentage tardy and mean tardiness, the main effect P has 

he highest F -ratio, suggesting that choosing an appropriate PPC 

ethod is more influential for on-time delivery than the different 

haracteristics of the six manufacturing systems. 

The averages for our two most important performance mea- 

ures, mean tardiness μ(T i ) and percentage tardy %(T i ) , are pre- 

ented in Table 3 for all 90 main experiments. The results of all 

erformance measures can be found in Appendix A.2 ( Table 6 and 

able 7 for the systems with six and twelve work centres respec- 

ively). 

.1. Reducing the Average & Dispersion of Lateness 

The results in Table 3 show that FOCUS considerably outper- 

orms all benchmark priority rules and ORR methods on percent- 

ge tardy and mean tardiness. To further investigate these results, 

igure 2 presents the performance frontier (grey line) between 

ean tardiness ( x −axis) and percentage tardy ( y −axis), where pri- 

rity rules have red dots, ORR has blue dots, and the FOCUS ver- 

ions have green dots. We remark that not all PPC methods are 

epicted in Figure 2 since some – e.g., FCFS – are located too far 

rom the performance frontier or show almost the same results (in 

he case of the FOCUS versions). When specifically looking at FO- 

US, FOCUS - β (FOCUS excluding WIP balancing) and FOCUS - ξ
FOCUS excluding a starvation response), the results indicate that 

he frontier is fully defined by versions of FOCUS. Compared to 

PT (the second-best policy on percentage tardy), FOCUS - β can 

educe the percentage tardy by a factor of two in a six work cen- 

re PJS up to a factor of ten for twelve work centre PJS. At the

ame time, FOCUS also dominates the performance on mean tar- 

iness by realizing reductions compared to ORR (6.75) of at least 

3% and compared to RR of at least 29% in all studied manufactur- 

ng systems. These performance improvements are often obtained 

y FOCUS - β which is consistently best in the six and twelve work 

entre PJS and GFS. 

The performance frontier, shown in Figure 2 , suggests that FO- 

US is highly effective in adhering both key control objectives. 

hen looking at our supportive performance measures for a re- 

uction in the average lateness, the results in Appendix A.2 indi- 

ate that FOCUS can reduce the mean throughput time and mean 

ateness further compared to ORR, MODD and ATC. Both RR and 

PT can realize a slightly lower mean throughput time and mean 

ateness. Typically, successfully reducing the average lateness am- 

lifies the dispersion of lateness [70] , which would result in dete- 

iorated performance on mean tardiness and mean squared tardi- 

ess. Compared to FOCUS, all ORR variants, SPT and MODD have 

 higher mean squared tardiness. The exceptions are ODD and RR 

hat have a lower mean squared tardiness than FOCUS without a 

ower mean tardiness. Therefore, the best policy that achieves syn- 

rgies between both key control objectives is FOCUS by mutually 
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Table 2 

ANOVA for PPC method (P) and manufacturing systems (M). 

ANOVA Results 

Performance Measure Source of Variance Sum of Squares Degrees of Freedom Mean Squares F - ratio p- value 

Mean 

Tardiness 

P 9,397.11 14 671.22 1,232.84 0.00 

M 180.97 5 36.19 66.48 0.00 

P × M 1,325.02 70 18.93 34.77 0.00 

error 4,851.07 8,910 0.54 

Percentage 

Tardy 

P 44.42 14 3.17 3,934.54 0.00 

M 1.56 5 0.31 386.50 0.00 

P × M 1.45 70 0.02 25.62 0.00 

error 7.18 8,910 0.00 

Table 3 

Simulation results, where mean tardiness is defined as μ(T i ) while %(T i ) denotes percentage tardy. 

Simulation Results 

Six Work Centres Twelve Work Centres 

PJS GFS PFS PJS GFS PFS 

Name μ(T i ) %(T i ) μ(T i ) %(T i ) μ(T i ) %(T i ) μ(T i ) %(T i ) μ(T i ) %(T i ) μ(T i ) %(T i ) 

FCFS 4.18 34.69 3.35 29.54 3.44 25.28 6.02 37.38 4.10 28.73 4.44 24.29 

MODD 0.58 6.67 0.57 5.18 0.73 3.53 0.65 5.81 0.65 3.92 0.86 2.74 

ODD 1.13 15.04 1.25 15.01 1.66 15.05 1.20 14.99 1.47 15.04 2.29 14.98 

SPT 1.92 4.53 1.79 3.91 2.17 3.85 2.55 5.06 2.33 4.09 2.61 3.71 

RR 0.69 4.71 0.36 4.09 0.35 3.61 0.36 2.55 0.21 1.93 0.18 1.77 

ATC 0.47 4.95 0.38 3.23 0.30 2.37 0.40 3.98 0.26 1.70 0.13 0.87 

ORR (4.95) 1.27 10.00 1.83 8.57 0.54 4.41 1.52 6.93 3.18 8.19 0.67 3.17 

ORR (5.85) 0.88 8.34 1.34 7.47 0.53 4.33 0.94 5.32 2.10 6.41 0.64 3.08 

ORR (6.75) 0.68 7.79 0.99 6.90 0.52 4.27 0.66 4.98 1.41 5.47 0.64 3.06 

FOCUS 0.44 4.20 0.30 2.85 0.20 1.76 0.35 2.69 0.20 1.44 0.08 0.63 

FOCUS - π 1.82 8.40 1.15 6.58 0.87 6.45 1.42 5.62 0.69 3.58 0.61 4.03 

FOCUS - β 0.30 2.20 0.26 1.92 0.23 1.80 0.24 1.31 0.18 0.98 0.10 0.73 

FOCUS - ξ 0.33 3.12 0.27 2.48 0.21 1.88 0.18 1.51 0.15 1.07 0.08 0.68 

FOCUS - τ 1.32 8.40 1.25 6.05 0.84 2.99 1.64 7.34 1.52 5.26 1.10 2.47 

FOCUS - δ 0.72 4.92 0.58 3.56 0.36 1.85 0.61 3.32 0.41 2.05 0.18 0.79 
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educing the mean throughput time, mean lateness, mean tardi- 

ess and mean squared tardiness. 

.2. Added Value of Projected Impact Functions 

Figure 3 presents an overview of all five FOCUS configura- 

ions where one control mechanism is removed compared to 

he full FOCUS configuration. We only show the systems with 

ix work centres, as the twelve work centre systems show the 

ame pattern. The vertical dotted lines show the performance on 

ercentage tardy and mean tardiness of the full FOCUS config- 

ration. If a version of FOCUS is outside the dotted line, this 

hows that leaving out the indicated control mechanism weakens 

performance. 

The most influential control mechanisms are the SPT- 

echanism π and slack timing τ as shown by the results of 

OCUS - π and FOCUS - τ , respectively. When one of these two 

ontrol mechanisms is left out, performance deteriorates on both 

ercentage tardy and mean tardiness. As can be seen by FOCUS - 

, performance also deteriorates when pacing is left out although 

he effect is less severe. In contrast, WIP balancing (see FOCUS- 

) negatively influence performance in a PJS and GFS, whilst its 

nfluence in a PFS is minimal. This suggests that pure WIP balanc- 

ng to prevent starvation is not effective at dispatching, especially 

ot if other control mechanisms (such as the SPT-mechanism) can 

lready reduce the mean throughput time and mean lateness. This 

esult contrasts with the WLC literature, which argues that WIP 

alancing is a key mechanism to reduce throughput times [71] or 
8

ontrol the manufacturing system at release [67] . In a similar 

ein, a starvation response ξ (see FOCUS - ξ ) seems to negatively 

nfluence performance, especially if routing becomes less directed 

i.e. GFS and PJS). In Section 6 , we use the above observations to 

valuate if we can leave out more control mechanisms. 

.3. Sensitivity Analysis 

This section summarizes the results for the sensitivity experi- 

ents. Detailed results can be found in Appendix A.3 . 

Due date tightness : When due dates become tighter, our conclu- 

ions remain qualitatively the same as FOCUS keeps outperforming 

ll other PPC methods in all six manufacturing systems. One excep- 

ion is the result that the control mechanism starvation response 

starts to contribute positively in both PFS systems. 

Process time variability : FOCUS - β keeps outperforming all 

enchmarks with moderate process time variability (i.e., CV = 0 . 5 ). 

hen process time variability increases to CV = 1 , FOCUS - β re- 

ains highly competitive. For six work centre systems, the priority 

ules SPT (all systems) and MODD (only PFS) can reduce the per- 

entage tardy further than FOCUS at the cost of increasing – in the 

ase of SPT even doubling – mean tardiness. In turn, RR and ATC 

an perform better than FOCUS - β in a twelve work centre PFS 

n percentage tardy – and mean tardiness for RR only. Similar to 

ncreased due date tightness, we find that a starvation response ξ
as a positive performance contribution in a PFS. Since the trun- 

ation point of the process time distribution is removed in this 
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Fig. 2. Trade-off frontier percentage tardy and mean tardiness. Grey line is the performance frontier. 

Fig. 3. Percentage tardy and mean tardiness. Dotted line is the original version of FOCUS. 

9
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Fig. 4. Time-phased projection of the lateness and load in a six work centre GFS. 
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etting, the results indicate that FOCUS’ performance is robust to 

xtremely high process times. 

. Discussion of FOCUS’ Performance 

To explain FOCUS’ performance, we use time series data instead 

f the steady-state averages (presented earlier), because the lat- 

er is important for reliable statistical estimates but fails to show 

he interaction between control decisions and developments in the 

ystem state [41] . We focus on the results of a six work centre GFS,

s this system is argued to be most realistic [ 18 ] and because our

bservations are the same in the other systems. 

Over time, we collected WIP levels and relate these to lateness 

erformance. Figure 4 illustrates the system state developments 

nder FOCUS - β compared to ATC, ORR (6.75), as these are the 

ost competitive methods from each literature stream. Moreover, 

e add MODD and ORR (6.75) to observe the effect of immediate 

y MODD compared to controlled release by ORR (6.75) – recall 

hat ORR uses MODD as priority rule.. Time is shown on the x -axis
10 
hilst the y -axis shows lateness L i and the WIP level in terms of 

oad ( 
∑ 

j∈ J 
∑ 

i ∈ W j 
p i j ) in the manufacturing system. 

The results in Figure 4 show that MODD and ORR (6.75) have 

xtreme late deliveries, particularly in periods of peak loads. While 

his is a known outcome of MODD [41] , we can also see that ORR

annot prevent extreme late deliveries even though peak loads are 

uffered in the pre-process order pool – explaining the lack of 

eak loads for ORR (6.75) in the system. FOCUS - β and ATC also 

elivers some orders very late but this is less common and less ex- 

reme in comparison with MODD and ORR (6.75). Note how MODD 

enerates higher loads than FOCUS - β , which becomes especially 

isible during peak loads, for example, at time 2,100 till 2,500. 

To better understand how FOCUS takes decisions over time, we 

re mainly interested in the decisions of FOCUS - β in low load 

s. peak load periods. Therefore, we specifically look at time 2,100 

ill 2,500 and collect additional system state information, which 

s presented in Figure 5 . We gather the output of projected im- 

act functions π , ξ , τ and δ of the selected order (i.e. z) for ev- 

ry dispatching decision. To get a general impression, graph A in 

igure 5 shows the moving average of these projected impacts of 
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Fig. 5. Time-phased projection of system state and projected impact functions at dispatching by FOCUS - β in a six work centre GFS. 
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he imminent and 200 preceding and 200 successive dispatching 

ecisions. At the same time, we collect system state information: 

he entropy in the system e − (right y -axis, graph B), the load (left

 -axis, graph B), the mean and max of process times p i j (graph C),

lack s (·) (graph D) and slack per operation v (·) (graph E). 

As loads (graph B, Figure 5 ) increase, we can see that the mean

lack (graph D) and mean slack per operation (graph E) decrease, 

ndicating that more orders get close to their due date. At order 

election, this leads to a higher projected impact from τ (slack 

iming) and δ (pacing), as seen in the graph A. However, as – by 

efinition – τ and δ are fixed at (close to) 1 for all (almost) late 

rders in the queue, this makes selection amongst (almost) late or- 

ers increasingly based on the effectiveness of the SPT-mechanism 

. This switch to the SPT-mechanism is particularly important in 

eriods of peak loads [41] . Unlike MODD, this switch by FOCUS - 

is not myopic as it depends on the system state; π is neglected 

f none of the (almost) late orders in the queue has a short pro-

ess time, compared to other orders somewhere in the system. In 
11 
uch a manner, FOCUS - β considers the characteristics of orders 

n the queue but remains versatile to the system state by neglect- 

ng a control mechanism if it can better be applied in a near-future 

ispatching decision. 

We found earlier that the role of starvation responding ξ is 

ixed. Graph A in Figure 5 shows that ξ – on average – becomes 

ess important when loads increase (graph B). We can also see that 

he entropy values indicate an increasingly balanced system (graph 

) as fluctuations in entropy become less frequent and less severe 

recall that maximum entropy e max = 1 . 79 for a six work centre 

FS). Thus, starvation becomes increasingly unlikely during peak 

oads, resulting in a minor influence of ξ on mean tardiness and 

ercentage tardy. 

When we compare FOCUS logic with ORR logic, a major dif- 

erence is that ORR assumes a hierarchical sequence of control 

echanisms. ORR logic is that the system must be controlled at 

elease using WIP balancing and thereby limiting the ability for 

riority rules to select non-urgent orders. This logic was primarily 
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iscussed at the inception of the ORR literature [4,35,45,55] and, 

o our knowledge, has not been challenged since. For instance, 

55] mentioned that ”jobs released to the shop floor too early will 

ompete for resources (machine time) with more urgent jobs and may 

nterfere with the progress of those jobs ”. As can be seen in Figure 4 ,

RR’s ability to reduce extreme late deliveries is marginal, indi- 

ating that ORR’s performance is heavily influenced by the abil- 

ty of priority rules to handle late deliveries. Although not explic- 

tly noted, ORR’s dependence on priority rules is also reported by 

ore recent theoretical [36,40] and empirical work [61] . As we ex- 

lained above, FOCUS uses projected impact to measure the effec- 

iveness of each control mechanism and adapts to the system state. 

his overcomes myopic behaviour at dispatching, making the need 

o use ORR for control of delivery performance limited since non- 

rgent orders do not compete for resources with urgent ones. 

. Conclusion 

This study argues for a shift in the stochastic production con- 

rol literature towards system state dispatching. This is in con- 

rast with the existing literature where a hierarchical order re- 

iew and release method controls the system by releasing orders 

hilst priority rule dispatch orders from the queue. Instead, sys- 

em state dispatching integrates system-wide information into or- 

er dispatching decisions by trading-off an array of control mech- 

nisms. We illustrated the effectiveness of system state dispatch- 

ng by developing a novel production control method called FO- 

US that is comprised of five control mechanisms; shortest process 

ime mechanism, Work-In-Progress (WIP) balancing, starvation re- 

ponse, slack timing and pacing. Using a simulation experiment, 

OCUS was tested in six different manufacturing systems and con- 

iderably outperformed the priority rules SPT, ATC, RR and order 

eview and release method LUMS COR, which are considered the 

est performing methods in the state-of-the-art literature. Com- 

ared to these methods, FOCUS reduces the percentage tardy and 

he mean tardiness with at least a factor of two and one, respec- 

ively. These results are robust over all considered manufacturing 

ystems types, regardless of due date tightness or the (maximum) 

outing length. When assessing FOCUS’ excellent performance, we 

ound that not all five control mechanisms of FOCUS are effective. 

pecifically, WIP balancing – aiming to prevent starving work cen- 

res by spreading WIP equally over the work centres – does not 

r sometimes even negatively influences performance, despite be- 

ng a key mechanism of the ORR approaches to production con- 

rol. These findings strongly support our claim that a shift towards 

ystem state dispatching is needed in the PPC literature on high- 

ariety manufacturing. 

.1. Managerial Implications 

Under the name of Industry 4.0 or Smart Industries, practi- 

ioners advocate the use of advanced data collection and sharing 

echnologies such as sensor networks and autonomous commu- 

ication via the Internet of Things, enabling the use of system- 

ide and real-time information [15,31,43,44,50] . In this paper, we 

how how to make use of system state information in control de- 

isions in specifically high-variety manufacturing. Our results in- 

icate that managers should indeed integrate state information in 

he deployment of control mechanisms at dispatching to avoid lo- 

al myopia. More specifically, we found that the combination of 

ontrol mechanisms needed dependents on the state of the man- 

facturing system. Therefore, even if system state information is 
12 
ot available, managers should find ways of ’looking beyond the 

ueue’ in the deployment of control mechanisms, as this substan- 

ially contributes to better delivery performance. 

.2. Limitations & Future Research 

A limitation of this study is the character of the stylistic man- 

facturing systems assumed in our simulation model. We believe 

his is justified by the explanatory nature of this study and en- 

bles us to gain experimental control over important parameters 

uch as capacities, arrivals and process time variability. However, 

uture research can test FOCUS in more complex settings, where 

.g., machine failure, capacity changes or seasonal demand changes 

re considered; as well as empirical settings. A second limitation 

s that we did not consider controlled release in FOCUS, as release 

an reduce WIP levels in the system [72] . This was done to keep or

tudy focused on the inclusion of state information at dispatching 

nd to evaluate the effect on delivery performance. However, the 

hort mean throughput time of FOCUS already suggest that, even 

n an uncontrolled release setting, average WIP levels are quite low. 

his might even become lower if future research adds controlled 

elease to FOCUS by including a trade-off between selecting an or- 

er from the pre-process order pool or queue. This potentially al- 

ows reducing WIP while maintaining the benefits of system state 

nformation at dispatching. 
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ppendix A. Detailed Results & Main Experiments 

Some tables in the appendix use abbreviations of performance 

easures which are listed in Table 4 , where t a 
i 

is the arrival time, 

 

r 
i 

is the release time t c 
i 

is the completion time and d i is the due

ate of order i . 

Table 4 

Overview abbreviations performance measures. 

Performance Measures 

Performance Measure Notation Measure Formulation 

Mean throughput time μ(H i ) H i = t c 
i 

− t a 
i 

Standard deviation throughput time σ (H i ) 

Mean shop floor throughput time μ(S i ) S i = t c 
i 

− t r 
i 

Mean lateness μ(L i ) L i = t c 
i 

− d i 
Standard deviation lateness σ (L i ) 
Mean tardiness μ(T i ) T i = max { 0 , L i } 
Mean squared tardiness μ(T 2 

i 
) 

Percentage tardy %(T i ) 
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A

tive Performance Measures) 

ares Degrees of Freedom Mean Squares F - ratio p- value 

14 21,527.91 3,549.21 0.00 

9 5 212,020.48 34,954.88 0.00 

70 1,027.69 169.43 0.00 

8,910 6.07 

14 4,214.12 439.44 0.00 

5 40,125.04 4,184.19 0.00 

70 241.11 25.14 0.00 

8,910 9.59 

14 21,528.29 3,715.44 0.00 

5 114,875.36 19,825.67 0.00 

70 1,027.87 177.39 0.00 

8,910 5.79 

14 9,156.29 996.27 0.00 

5 13,874.52 1,509.64 0.00 

70 387.90 42.21 0.00 

8,910 9.19 

34 14 5,817,157.74 299.73 0.00 

3 5 1,110,411.27 57.21 0.00 

17 70 352,548.23 18.17 0.00 

.14 8,910 19,407.91 

A

1. ANOVA Results from Supportive Performance Measures 

Table 5 

ANOVA results for PPC method (P) and manufacturing systems (M). 

ANOVA Results (Suppor

Performance Measure Source of Variance Sum of Squ

Mean Throughput Time P 301,390.67 

M 1,060,102.3

P × M 71,938.54 

error 54,044.03 

Standard Deviation 

Throughput Time 

P 58,997.65 

M 200,625.20 

P × M 16,877.63 

error 85,444.03 

Mean Lateness P 301,396.03 

M 574,376.79 

P × M 71,951.22 

error 51,626.99 

Standard Deviation Lateness P 128,188.03 

M 69,372.62 

P × M 27,152.92 

error 81,888.34 

Mean Squared Tardiness P 81,440,208.

M 5,552,056.3

P × M 24,678,376.

error 172,924,450

2. Detailed Results Main Experiments 
Table 6 

Simulation results for six work centre manufacturing systems. 

Simulation Results: Six Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L

FCFS 25.34 18.11 25.34 -5.2

MODD 19.92 19.47 19.92 -10.

ODD 21.05 18.17 21.05 -9.5

SPT 13.54 24.50 13.54 -17.

RR 15.25 17.07 15.25 -15.

ATC 17.81 19.59 17.81 -12.

ORR (4.95) 19.49 18.79 11.55 -11.

ORR (5.85) 19.49 18.15 13.10 -11.

ORR (6.75) 19.68 17.85 14.37 -10.

FOCUS 15.28 16.37 15.28 -15.

FOCUS - π 17.80 21.75 17.80 -12.

FOCUS - β 15.31 17.03 15.31 -15.

FOCUS - ξ 15.43 16.31 15.43 -15.

FOCUS - τ 15.93 18.80 15.93 -14.

FOCUS - δ 14.52 16.87 14.52 -16.

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L

FCFS 24.40 17.46 24.40 -8.2

MODD 19.61 19.54 19.61 -13.

ODD 21.54 18.46 21.54 -11.

SPT 13.12 24.22 13.12 -19.

RR 14.97 16.66 14.97 -17.

ATC 17.29 19.71 17.29 -15.

ORR (4.95) 19.09 20.66 11.91 -13.

ORR (5.85) 19.33 19.82 13.14 -13.

ORR (6.75) 19.58 19.19 14.23 -13.

FOCUS 14.88 15.97 14.88 -17.

FOCUS - π 17.67 19.26 17.67 -14.

13 
 i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

8 16.99 4.18 96.76 34.69 

71 12.65 0.58 64.99 6.67 

7 11.37 1.13 16.86 15.04 

08 23.25 1.92 309.43 4.53 

37 12.74 0.69 27.31 4.71 

82 11.23 0.47 40.95 4.95 

13 13.57 1.27 59.89 10.00 

13 12.23 0.88 40.80 8.34 

95 11.51 0.68 29.81 7.79 

34 13.39 0.44 36.65 4.20 

82 20.06 1.82 247.32 8.40 

31 12.09 0.30 34.34 2.20 

20 12.46 0.33 28.93 3.12 

69 17.68 1.32 109.92 8.40 

10 15.10 0.72 63.55 4.92 

 i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

3 17.64 3.35 72.30 29.54 

01 13.44 0.57 66.35 5.18 

08 12.47 1.25 19.26 15.01 

50 23.86 1.79 291.91 3.91 

65 12.99 0.36 7.09 4.09 

33 12.08 0.38 34.85 3.23 

53 18.20 1.83 170.22 8.57 

29 16.14 1.34 121.27 7.47 

04 14.58 0.99 85.29 6.90 

74 13.48 0.30 24.53 2.85 

96 17.10 1.15 134.39 6.58 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 6 ( continued ) 

Simulation Results: Six Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FOCUS - β 15.54 17.62 15.54 -17.09 12.68 0.26 27.88 1.92 

FOCUS - ξ 15.24 16.20 15.24 -17.38 12.95 0.27 21.45 2.48 

FOCUS - τ 14.35 17.92 14.35 -18.27 19.41 1.25 131.69 6.05 

FOCUS - δ 14.11 16.55 14.11 -18.51 15.52 0.58 57.09 3.56 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 36.23 14.84 36.23 -12.79 20.08 3.44 82.89 25.28 

MODD 29.62 19.24 29.62 -19.40 15.61 0.73 105.44 3.53 

ODD 33.24 18.01 33.24 -15.77 15.04 1.66 33.49 15.05 

SPT 20.02 26.65 20.02 -28.99 25.22 2.17 371.21 3.85 

RR 22.02 15.81 22.02 -27.00 13.45 0.35 7.46 3.61 

ATC 24.26 17.56 24.26 -24.75 12.62 0.30 29.61 2.37 

ORR (4.95) 30.01 18.51 25.01 -19.01 14.29 0.54 63.61 4.41 

ORR (5.85) 30.01 18.35 25.27 -19.00 14.21 0.53 61.92 4.33 

ORR (6.75) 30.08 18.25 25.65 -18.94 14.18 0.52 61.23 4.27 

FOCUS 22.82 15.53 22.82 -26.20 12.66 0.20 19.95 1.76 

FOCUS - π 28.18 17.51 28.18 -20.84 15.36 0.87 74.06 6.45 

FOCUS - β 23.54 16.92 23.54 -25.48 12.80 0.23 26.31 1.80 

FOCUS - ξ 23.16 15.65 23.16 -25.86 12.66 0.21 20.59 1.88 

FOCUS - τ 21.02 18.13 21.02 -28.00 17.49 0.84 111.02 2.99 

FOCUS - δ 21.44 15.98 21.44 -27.58 13.94 0.36 45.04 1.85 

Table 7 

Simulation results for twelve work centre manufacturing systems. 

Simulation Results: Twelve Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 46.71 30.75 46.71 -5.84 22.59 6.02 182.95 37.38 

MODD 38.57 31.45 38.57 -13.99 14.94 0.65 77.00 5.81 

ODD 40.11 30.52 40.11 -12.45 13.60 1.20 17.54 14.99 

SPT 24.70 33.25 24.70 -27.85 31.76 2.55 433.45 5.06 

RR 27.25 25.19 27.25 -25.30 17.17 0.36 13.19 2.55 

ATC 32.48 31.15 32.48 -20.07 13.93 0.40 29.26 3.98 

ORR (4.95) 36.95 31.24 26.57 -15.60 17.78 1.52 134.10 6.93 

ORR (5.85) 37.24 30.62 29.54 -15.31 15.73 0.94 91.95 5.32 

ORR (6.75) 37.75 30.26 31.80 -14.80 14.47 0.66 63.04 4.98 

FOCUS 26.83 24.62 26.83 -25.72 18.93 0.35 31.58 2.69 

FOCUS - π 30.14 29.22 30.14 -22.41 23.89 1.42 224.68 5.62 

FOCUS - β 27.27 26.11 27.27 -25.29 16.76 0.24 33.14 1.31 

FOCUS - ξ 26.86 24.68 26.86 -25.70 17.29 0.18 17.34 1.51 

FOCUS - τ 27.76 27.30 27.76 -24.79 26.23 1.64 178.21 7.34 

FOCUS - δ 25.37 24.30 25.37 -27.18 20.72 0.61 62.17 3.32 

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 44.22 29.04 44.22 -12.10 23.64 4.10 112.91 28.73 

MODD 37.90 31.96 37.90 -18.43 17.15 0.65 103.82 3.92 

ODD 41.17 31.23 41.17 -15.16 15.96 1.47 26.73 15.04 

SPT 23.44 33.21 23.44 -32.89 34.09 2.33 447.41 4.09 

RR 25.80 24.77 25.80 -30.53 19.97 0.21 7.16 1.93 

ATC 30.20 30.73 30.20 -26.12 16.40 0.26 32.23 1.70 

ORR (4.95) 37.70 34.76 27.67 -18.63 28.04 3.18 492.60 8.19 

ORR (5.85) 37.55 33.16 29.46 -18.77 23.69 2.10 319.99 6.41 

ORR (6.75) 37.89 32.21 31.27 -18.44 20.49 1.41 208.26 5.47 

FOCUS 25.52 24.16 25.52 -30.81 19.82 0.20 27.61 1.44 

FOCUS - π 30.43 27.81 30.43 -25.90 20.72 0.69 116.00 3.58 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 7 ( continued ) 

Simulation Results: Twelve Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FOCUS - β 26.93 27.01 26.93 -29.40 18.41 0.18 32.90 0.98 

FOCUS - ξ 25.90 24.46 25.90 -30.42 18.98 0.15 21.47 1.07 

FOCUS - τ 24.26 25.04 24.26 -32.07 29.37 1.52 222.81 5.26 

FOCUS - δ 24.43 24.36 24.43 -31.89 21.78 0.41 60.72 2.05 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 68.76 20.56 68.76 -18.32 26.83 4.44 142.74 24.29 

MODD 58.56 25.92 58.56 -28.53 20.33 0.86 156.78 2.74 

ODD 65.37 25.46 65.37 -21.71 20.46 2.29 65.22 14.98 

SPT 37.35 34.81 37.35 -49.74 33.21 2.61 521.12 3.71 

RR 39.72 21.18 39.72 -47.36 18.28 0.18 3.33 1.77 

ATC 42.46 22.90 42.46 -44.63 15.72 0.13 13.51 0.87 

ORR (4.95) 59.60 25.35 54.19 -27.48 19.20 0.67 107.26 3.17 

ORR (5.85) 59.48 25.17 54.39 -27.61 19.04 0.64 104.69 3.08 

ORR (6.75) 59.56 25.10 54.86 -27.53 19.05 0.64 105.25 3.06 

FOCUS 40.34 20.20 40.34 -46.74 15.93 0.08 6.12 0.63 

FOCUS - π 52.15 22.95 52.15 -34.93 19.00 0.61 53.32 4.03 

FOCUS - β 41.42 22.18 41.42 -45.67 16.06 0.10 8.79 0.73 

FOCUS - ξ 40.84 20.30 40.84 -46.24 15.87 0.08 6.02 0.68 

FOCUS - τ 37.84 24.78 37.84 -49.25 24.50 1.10 175.48 2.47 

FOCUS - δ 38.88 20.42 38.88 -48.20 17.07 0.18 21.65 0.79 

A
3. Results Sensitivity Analysis 
Table 8 

Tight due dates for six work centre manufacturing systems. 

Tight Due Date: Six Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L

FCFS 25.34 18.11 25.34 -2.9

MODD 19.61 19.25 19.61 -8.6

ODD 21.10 17.53 21.10 -7.1

SPT 13.54 24.50 13.54 -14.

RR 15.28 17.02 15.28 -13.

ATC 17.61 19.46 17.61 -10.

ORR (4.95) 19.51 18.52 11.44 -8.7

ORR (5.85) 19.48 17.81 12.93 -8.8

ORR (6.75) 19.61 17.46 14.13 -8.6

FOCUS 15.26 16.19 15.26 -13.

FOCUS - π 17.92 22.19 17.92 -10.

FOCUS - β 15.34 16.91 15.34 -12.

FOCUS - ξ 15.44 16.14 15.44 -12.

FOCUS - τ 15.85 18.65 15.85 -12.

FOCUS - δ 14.55 16.92 14.55 -13.

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L

FCFS 24.40 17.46 24.40 -5.5

MODD 19.30 19.40 19.30 -10.

ODD 21.67 17.95 21.67 -8.2

SPT 13.12 24.22 13.12 -16.

RR 15.10 16.52 15.10 -14.

ATC 17.05 19.47 17.05 -12.

ORR (4.95) 19.14 20.39 11.91 -10.

ORR (5.85) 19.33 19.48 13.11 -10.

ORR (6.75) 19.54 18.79 14.16 -10.

FOCUS 15.00 15.87 15.00 -14.

15 
 i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

4 16.33 4.86 115.38 39.16 

6 12.62 0.76 82.94 8.68 

8 10.87 1.55 23.52 19.97 

73 22.80 2.08 325.70 5.19 

00 12.34 0.91 36.49 6.22 

67 11.40 0.66 58.52 6.75 

7 13.17 1.54 70.41 12.48 

0 11.78 1.11 48.84 10.93 

7 11.04 0.90 36.96 10.55 

02 12.76 0.57 45.29 5.59 

36 20.36 2.19 289.04 10.34 

94 11.64 0.40 44.87 3.10 

84 11.87 0.44 37.92 4.36 

43 17.06 1.50 122.39 9.88 

73 14.64 0.90 77.35 6.25 

 i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

3 16.74 3.99 88.67 34.04 

62 13.36 0.74 86.05 6.85 

6 11.96 1.74 27.90 20.08 

80 23.24 1.95 309.33 4.53 

82 12.13 0.55 11.22 5.96 

88 11.98 0.55 51.21 4.58 

78 17.61 2.01 180.30 10.24 

59 15.56 1.49 129.61 9.29 

38 13.97 1.15 92.71 9.05 

93 12.72 0.43 33.43 4.08 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 8 ( continued ) 

Tight Due Date: Six Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FOCUS - π 17.92 19.82 17.92 -12.01 17.50 1.54 178.72 8.95 

FOCUS - β 15.62 17.51 15.62 -14.30 12.14 0.37 39.70 2.81 

FOCUS - ξ 15.39 16.11 15.39 -14.54 12.23 0.39 30.68 3.72 

FOCUS - τ 14.38 17.89 14.38 -15.54 18.51 1.39 142.13 7.08 

FOCUS - δ 14.18 16.56 14.18 -15.75 14.84 0.73 69.22 4.64 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 36.23 14.84 36.23 -9.12 19.40 4.27 104.90 30.39 

MODD 29.19 19.28 29.19 -16.17 15.83 0.93 130.43 4.85 

ODD 33.40 17.66 33.40 -11.95 14.92 2.32 48.36 20.07 

SPT 20.02 26.65 20.02 -25.33 25.06 2.36 393.31 4.41 

RR 22.18 15.65 22.18 -23.17 13.14 0.54 12.25 5.34 

ATC 24.10 17.39 24.10 -21.25 12.69 0.44 42.15 3.52 

ORR (4.95) 29.67 18.38 24.64 -15.69 14.41 0.74 84.68 6.17 

ORR (5.85) 29.65 18.20 24.89 -15.70 14.29 0.73 81.78 6.09 

ORR (6.75) 29.72 18.11 25.28 -15.63 14.27 0.72 81.40 6.05 

FOCUS 23.08 15.47 23.08 -22.27 12.59 0.32 30.57 2.97 

FOCUS - π 28.47 17.92 28.47 -16.89 16.01 1.30 112.68 9.53 

FOCUS - β 23.78 16.80 23.78 -21.57 12.81 0.35 38.88 2.90 

FOCUS - ξ 23.45 15.58 23.45 -21.90 12.59 0.33 30.66 3.16 

FOCUS - τ 21.12 17.89 21.12 -24.23 16.98 0.93 117.38 3.69 

FOCUS - δ 21.57 15.95 21.57 -23.78 13.79 0.48 56.12 2.64 

Table 9 

Tight due dates for twelve work centre manufacturing systems. 

Tight Due Date: Twelve Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 46.71 30.75 46.71 -2.98 21.98 6.98 219.23 41.68 

MODD 38.06 30.86 38.06 -11.63 15.03 0.86 103.32 7.56 

ODD 40.09 29.52 40.09 -9.60 13.09 1.69 25.84 20.00 

SPT 24.70 33.25 24.70 -24.99 31.03 2.73 455.69 5.65 

RR 27.08 24.81 27.08 -22.61 16.23 0.49 17.61 3.36 

ATC 32.25 30.64 32.25 -17.44 13.78 0.58 42.66 5.47 

ORR (4.95) 36.90 30.65 26.20 -12.79 17.41 1.78 148.00 8.59 

ORR (5.85) 37.13 29.97 29.06 -12.57 15.36 1.16 104.61 7.04 

ORR (6.75) 37.55 29.54 31.27 -12.15 14.03 0.84 73.28 6.92 

FOCUS 26.78 24.32 26.78 -22.91 17.90 0.44 39.34 3.37 

FOCUS - π 30.13 29.18 30.13 -19.56 23.52 1.66 257.34 6.73 

FOCUS - β 27.27 25.72 27.27 -22.42 15.80 0.30 39.08 1.72 

FOCUS - ξ 26.81 24.27 26.81 -22.88 16.19 0.24 22.37 1.99 

FOCUS - τ 27.65 27.08 27.65 -22.04 25.25 1.81 192.21 8.29 

FOCUS - δ 25.39 24.21 25.39 -24.30 19.83 0.73 73.90 4.05 

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 44.22 29.04 44.22 -8.65 22.61 4.94 140.72 33.09 

MODD 37.34 31.35 37.34 -15.54 17.03 0.83 129.28 5.23 

ODD 41.22 30.38 41.22 -11.66 15.42 2.07 39.25 20.00 

SPT 23.44 33.21 23.44 -29.44 33.07 2.51 471.84 4.59 

RR 25.89 24.55 25.89 -26.99 18.53 0.31 9.84 2.74 

ATC 29.92 30.16 29.92 -22.96 15.90 0.38 47.50 2.51 

ORR (4.95) 37.58 34.20 27.54 -15.30 27.40 3.35 510.97 9.26 

ORR (5.85) 37.45 32.49 29.33 -15.43 23.01 2.25 330.39 7.60 

ORR (6.75) 37.67 31.48 31.04 -15.21 19.87 1.55 219.74 6.91 

FOCUS 25.65 23.91 25.65 -27.23 18.42 0.26 33.38 1.89 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 9 ( continued ) 

Tight Due Date: Twelve Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FOCUS - π 30.66 27.84 30.66 -22.22 20.27 0.92 148.14 4.86 

FOCUS - β 27.09 26.70 27.09 -25.79 17.26 0.25 41.83 1.38 

FOCUS - ξ 26.06 24.20 26.06 -26.81 17.59 0.21 27.06 1.48 

FOCUS - τ 24.27 24.91 24.27 -28.61 27.87 1.62 230.38 5.92 

FOCUS - δ 24.51 24.24 24.51 -28.37 20.56 0.51 72.99 2.58 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 68.76 20.56 68.76 -13.76 26.26 5.50 180.88 29.10 

MODD 57.82 25.73 57.82 -24.70 20.48 1.05 185.64 3.67 

ODD 65.53 25.04 65.53 -16.99 20.43 3.11 90.24 20.00 

SPT 37.35 34.81 37.35 -45.17 33.07 2.81 550.08 4.16 

RR 39.81 20.93 39.81 -42.71 17.90 0.28 5.65 2.49 

ATC 42.38 22.60 42.38 -40.14 15.75 0.20 20.88 1.31 

ORR (4.95) 58.87 25.05 53.46 -23.65 19.27 0.86 135.69 4.31 

ORR (5.85) 58.78 24.81 53.69 -23.74 19.06 0.83 129.02 4.19 

ORR (6.75) 58.85 24.70 54.15 -23.67 19.01 0.81 127.95 4.18 

FOCUS 40.65 19.95 40.65 -41.87 15.69 0.12 9.38 1.00 

FOCUS - π 52.53 23.07 52.53 -29.99 19.41 0.93 82.48 5.92 

FOCUS - β 41.77 21.88 41.77 -40.75 15.97 0.15 14.32 1.18 

FOCUS - ξ 41.18 20.04 41.18 -41.34 15.63 0.12 9.48 1.08 

FOCUS - τ 37.88 24.56 37.88 -44.64 24.02 1.19 184.05 2.83 

FOCUS - δ 39.03 20.25 39.03 -43.49 16.81 0.24 28.63 1.12 

Table 10 

Moderate variability ( CV = 0 . 5 ) for six work centre manufacturing systems. 

Moderate Variability ( CV = 0 . 5 ): Six Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 20.96 15.15 20.96 -9.63 14.32 1.94 35.22 21.56 

MODD 18.08 16.78 18.08 -12.51 11.21 0.36 31.73 4.93 

ODD 18.54 16.02 18.54 -12.05 10.48 0.55 6.95 8.69 

SPT 13.04 21.76 13.04 -17.55 20.81 1.70 228.34 4.43 

RR 14.23 15.01 14.23 -16.36 11.43 0.46 14.50 3.25 

ATC 16.75 17.19 16.75 -13.84 9.82 0.29 20.67 3.35 

FOCUS 14.31 14.46 14.31 -16.28 12.29 0.33 21.74 3.11 

FOCUS - π 15.51 16.72 15.51 -15.08 15.13 0.87 90.36 4.98 

FOCUS - β 14.40 14.78 14.40 -16.19 10.81 0.17 15.70 1.38 

FOCUS - ξ 14.48 14.37 14.48 -16.11 11.38 0.22 14.75 2.17 

FOCUS - τ 15.16 16.80 15.16 -15.43 16.18 1.10 78.48 6.98 

FOCUS - δ 13.67 14.86 13.67 -16.92 13.66 0.57 41.38 3.84 

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 19.64 14.25 19.64 -12.95 14.98 1.33 22.08 16.12 

MODD 17.32 16.47 17.32 -15.26 12.19 0.36 36.78 3.53 

ODD 18.22 15.67 18.22 -14.37 11.50 0.56 7.68 7.92 

SPT 12.31 21.28 12.31 -20.28 21.41 1.54 212.02 3.69 

RR 13.83 14.76 13.83 -18.76 12.19 0.25 5.28 2.69 

ATC 15.98 17.39 15.98 -16.61 11.14 0.24 25.30 1.85 

FOCUS 13.74 14.02 13.74 -18.84 12.69 0.24 18.08 2.05 

FOCUS - π 15.22 15.71 15.22 -17.37 14.35 0.59 67.97 3.60 

FOCUS - β 14.39 15.38 14.39 -18.19 11.73 0.15 17.43 1.14 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 10 ( continued ) 

Moderate Variability ( CV = 0 . 5 ): Six Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FOCUS - ξ 14.12 14.26 14.12 -18.46 12.10 0.20 15.16 1.66 

FOCUS - τ 13.33 16.08 13.33 -19.26 18.45 1.17 114.79 5.23 

FOCUS - δ 13.16 14.60 13.16 -19.43 14.39 0.50 44.37 2.72 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 26.19 11.69 26.19 -22.77 15.23 0.68 11.30 7.59 

MODD 23.33 14.45 23.33 -25.63 12.67 0.33 41.28 1.37 

ODD 24.59 13.45 24.59 -24.37 12.05 0.32 4.73 4.01 

SPT 17.44 21.84 17.44 -31.52 20.51 1.53 217.53 3.09 

RR 18.73 13.05 18.73 -30.23 11.52 0.14 2.00 1.90 

ATC 20.23 13.53 20.23 -28.73 10.46 0.09 6.89 0.86 

FOCUS 19.47 12.41 19.47 -29.49 10.53 0.07 3.90 0.78 

FOCUS - π 22.21 12.95 22.21 -26.75 11.56 0.19 10.04 2.08 

FOCUS - β 19.80 13.19 19.80 -29.16 10.60 0.07 4.69 0.82 

FOCUS - ξ 19.71 12.50 19.71 -29.25 10.55 0.07 4.30 0.80 

FOCUS - τ 18.29 14.17 18.29 -30.67 13.48 0.40 37.54 1.79 

FOCUS - δ 18.70 12.63 18.70 -30.26 11.05 0.14 11.22 0.84 

Table 11 

Moderate variability ( CV = 0 . 5 ) for twelve work centre manufacturing systems. 

Moderate Variability ( CV = 0 . 5 ): Twelve Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 38.63 25.56 38.63 -13.87 19.59 2.38 53.12 21.33 

MODD 34.23 27.90 34.23 -18.26 13.76 0.27 24.67 3.08 

ODD 34.70 27.58 34.70 -17.80 13.33 0.38 4.55 5.99 

SPT 23.72 29.03 23.72 -28.78 28.32 2.02 277.10 4.80 

RR 25.57 22.77 25.57 -26.93 16.59 0.20 6.23 1.45 

ATC 30.49 28.28 30.49 -22.01 12.70 0.19 11.08 2.10 

FOCUS 24.92 22.11 24.92 -27.58 18.26 0.22 15.70 1.73 

FOCUS - π 26.42 23.90 26.42 -26.08 19.91 0.57 67.03 2.82 

FOCUS - β 25.49 23.18 25.49 -27.01 15.89 0.10 9.44 0.58 

FOCUS - ξ 25.12 22.32 25.12 -27.38 16.73 0.09 5.81 0.80 

FOCUS - τ 26.18 24.23 26.18 -26.31 24.30 1.21 105.39 6.04 

FOCUS - δ 23.65 21.48 23.65 -28.85 19.25 0.38 29.83 2.21 

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 34.70 23.01 34.70 -21.56 21.32 1.16 21.83 12.56 

MODD 32.09 27.00 32.09 -24.18 16.16 0.30 40.52 1.78 

ODD 33.35 26.53 33.35 -22.92 15.52 0.37 5.35 5.05 

SPT 21.60 27.99 21.60 -34.66 30.54 1.75 260.43 3.62 

RR 23.22 21.57 23.22 -33.05 19.94 0.13 3.21 1.12 

ATC 27.50 27.32 27.50 -28.77 15.63 0.12 15.00 0.68 

FOCUS 23.20 20.99 23.20 -33.07 19.18 0.10 6.81 0.84 

FOCUS - π 25.76 22.71 25.76 -30.50 18.74 0.23 24.32 1.53 

FOCUS - β 24.62 23.57 24.62 -31.65 17.64 0.07 7.90 0.39 

FOCUS - ξ 23.68 21.48 23.68 -32.59 18.28 0.06 4.45 0.51 

FOCUS - τ 22.18 21.02 22.18 -34.09 27.72 1.21 134.44 4.50 

FOCUS - δ 22.46 21.05 22.46 -33.81 20.33 0.23 21.56 1.26 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 47.07 15.41 47.07 -39.93 19.82 0.33 6.10 3.21 

MODD 43.62 19.03 43.62 -43.38 16.09 0.27 39.29 0.64 

ODD 45.32 18.37 45.32 -41.67 15.63 0.15 2.27 1.63 

SPT 31.63 26.56 31.63 -55.37 25.29 1.46 227.68 2.43 

RR 32.88 17.32 32.88 -54.12 15.73 0.08 1.67 0.75 

ATC 34.50 17.42 34.50 -52.50 12.99 0.02 1.07 0.12 

FOCUS 33.70 15.87 33.70 -53.30 13.21 0.01 0.26 0.08 

FOCUS - π 39.38 16.68 39.38 -47.61 14.27 0.03 1.48 0.41 

FOCUS - β 34.08 17.11 34.08 -52.91 13.30 0.01 0.32 0.10 

FOCUS - ξ 34.08 15.94 34.08 -52.91 13.15 0.01 0.20 0.08 

FOCUS - τ 32.14 18.82 32.14 -54.86 18.65 0.45 51.97 1.30 

FOCUS - δ 32.96 15.95 32.96 -54.04 13.69 0.03 2.18 0.18 
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Table 12 

High variability ( CV = 1 . 0 ) for six work centre manufacturing systems. 

High Variability ( CV = 1 . 0 ): Six Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 35.47 25.80 35.47 4.87 24.31 11.45 429.30 55.71 

MODD 22.26 24.44 22.26 -8.34 14.80 0.85 123.26 9.01 

ODD 26.80 23.33 26.80 -3.80 14.65 3.80 88.63 31.44 

SPT 14.30 25.30 14.30 -16.30 22.90 1.51 268.07 4.94 

RR 17.24 21.52 17.24 -13.36 15.83 1.36 72.43 7.70 

ATC 19.98 25.11 19.98 -10.62 13.86 0.89 97.87 7.52 

FOCUS 18.88 22.35 18.88 -11.72 18.44 1.67 148.18 11.38 

FOCUS - π 24.11 37.74 24.11 -6.49 36.34 5.80 1234.68 17.31 

FOCUS - β 18.07 21.75 18.07 -12.53 14.34 0.61 69.66 5.99 

FOCUS - ξ 19.06 22.00 19.06 -11.53 16.34 1.30 107.76 9.77 

FOCUS - τ 19.83 25.57 19.83 -10.76 23.94 3.07 315.04 15.08 

FOCUS - δ 18.42 23.49 18.42 -12.18 21.26 2.26 224.67 12.07 

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 35.35 25.61 35.35 2.76 25.10 10.59 389.73 52.50 

MODD 22.22 24.60 22.22 -10.38 15.06 0.74 111.88 7.09 

ODD 28.47 24.91 28.47 -4.13 16.38 4.45 115.17 32.08 

SPT 14.11 24.64 14.11 -18.48 23.08 1.34 230.09 4.22 

RR 17.21 21.26 17.21 -15.38 15.85 1.04 37.93 7.32 

ATC 19.34 25.35 19.34 -13.25 14.67 0.71 93.19 4.92 

FOCUS 19.02 22.16 19.02 -13.57 17.48 1.22 111.28 8.84 

FOCUS - π 24.60 34.10 24.60 -7.99 31.76 4.59 898.88 16.64 

FOCUS - β 18.88 23.52 18.88 -13.71 14.87 0.55 76.10 4.67 

FOCUS - ξ 19.40 22.34 19.40 -13.19 16.72 1.16 99.49 8.43 

FOCUS - τ 18.41 23.91 18.41 -14.18 24.32 2.47 299.30 11.24 

FOCUS - δ 18.15 22.77 18.15 -14.44 20.74 1.74 190.94 9.21 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 61.04 23.11 61.04 12.07 30.34 19.06 869.42 65.57 

MODD 37.28 26.96 37.28 -11.69 18.59 1.33 210.18 8.22 

ODD 52.99 27.99 52.99 4.02 22.56 11.29 419.66 51.45 

SPT 23.67 29.90 23.67 -25.30 26.50 2.11 371.31 4.49 

RR 27.91 22.73 27.91 -21.06 17.57 1.47 53.43 8.65 

ATC 30.70 26.96 30.70 -18.27 17.10 1.03 133.63 5.72 

FOCUS 33.95 24.48 33.95 -15.02 18.60 1.82 130.64 13.88 

FOCUS - π 46.51 40.74 46.51 -2.46 39.03 8.90 1623.96 31.22 

FOCUS - β 33.68 26.51 33.68 -15.29 17.60 1.13 128.94 10.14 

FOCUS - ξ 34.43 24.71 34.43 -14.54 18.80 1.93 137.56 14.48 

FOCUS - τ 30.50 23.20 30.50 -18.47 21.67 2.03 163.75 10.95 

FOCUS - δ 31.14 24.09 31.14 -17.83 20.58 1.95 173.86 10.43 

Table 13 

High variability ( CV = 1 . 0 ) for twelve work centre manufacturing systems. 

High Variability ( CV = 1 . 0 ): Twelve Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 65.31 43.07 65.31 12.81 32.31 19.26 1015.98 63.85 

MODD 43.92 37.99 43.92 -8.58 17.63 1.29 201.49 10.04 

ODD 52.52 36.73 52.52 0.01 16.75 6.53 169.01 44.83 

SPT 26.10 34.24 26.10 -26.40 30.81 2.02 373.83 4.99 

RR 29.86 29.91 29.86 -22.64 19.49 0.89 46.54 4.90 

ATC 36.67 38.35 36.67 -15.83 17.23 1.15 125.53 7.63 

FOCUS 34.38 33.34 34.38 -18.13 24.92 2.14 237.72 10.28 

FOCUS - π 39.74 44.09 39.74 -12.76 37.93 5.46 1078.22 15.46 

FOCUS - β 34.27 32.79 34.27 -18.23 17.99 0.72 76.40 5.95 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 13 ( continued ) 

High Variability ( CV = 1 . 0 ): Twelve Work Centres 

Pure Job Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FOCUS - ξ 34.28 32.31 34.28 -18.22 20.20 1.25 118.56 7.46 

FOCUS - τ 35.47 37.17 35.47 -17.03 34.35 4.36 586.51 15.29 

FOCUS - δ 33.05 33.84 33.05 -19.45 28.09 2.72 334.67 10.84 

General Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 65.27 42.68 65.27 9.01 32.96 17.21 877.02 59.59 

MODD 44.32 38.90 44.32 -11.95 18.27 1.10 189.01 7.32 

ODD 57.27 40.25 57.27 1.00 20.18 8.50 275.13 46.42 

SPT 25.72 33.88 25.72 -30.55 32.25 1.81 339.61 4.20 

RR 29.19 29.98 29.19 -27.08 21.34 0.62 23.68 4.07 

ATC 34.37 37.94 34.37 -21.90 18.60 0.74 110.27 3.80 

FOCUS 35.07 33.48 35.07 -21.20 21.96 1.18 133.84 7.26 

FOCUS - π 43.37 43.09 43.37 -12.90 32.55 4.42 839.98 16.10 

FOCUS - β 36.40 36.34 36.40 -19.87 18.53 0.64 91.57 4.69 

FOCUS - ξ 35.52 33.64 35.52 -20.75 20.83 1.07 114.64 6.80 

FOCUS - τ 32.53 32.61 32.53 -23.73 33.35 3.08 432.06 10.78 

FOCUS - δ 33.24 33.39 33.24 -23.03 25.33 1.65 217.89 7.55 

Pure Flow Shop 

Name μ(H i ) σ (H i ) μ(S i ) μ(L i ) σ (L i ) μ(T i ) μ(T 2 
i 

) %(T i ) 

FCFS 123.31 31.75 123.31 36.30 40.44 40.83 2981.84 80.75 

MODD 76.43 36.07 76.43 -10.57 23.81 2.32 402.70 11.04 

ODD 115.06 39.14 115.06 28.05 31.06 31.28 1904.73 78.18 

SPT 46.16 40.07 46.16 -40.85 35.44 2.96 575.05 4.94 

RR 51.20 29.88 51.20 -35.81 22.28 1.10 39.43 5.91 

ATC 55.36 35.12 55.36 -31.65 21.35 1.03 145.33 4.48 

FOCUS 68.75 33.38 68.75 -18.25 24.56 2.99 206.38 19.51 

FOCUS - π 92.99 53.57 92.99 5.98 50.53 16.06 2803.93 46.51 

FOCUS - β 68.34 35.68 68.34 -18.66 23.41 2.02 193.89 18.00 

FOCUS - ξ 69.60 33.60 69.60 -17.40 24.75 3.18 224.37 20.57 

FOCUS - τ 60.62 31.13 60.62 -26.38 29.68 2.96 253.98 12.91 

FOCUS - δ 62.95 32.56 62.95 -24.05 26.16 2.63 231.82 12.24 
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